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Tip of the Month: A super handy tool to have on the boat
in emergencies is a remote starter switch. These cost as 
low as $16, just google for remote starter switch. It can 
take the place of a broken ignition switch or start your 
engine right from the low current side of your slave 
solenoid. You can also use it as a nice controlled way to 
test a starter solenoid instead of the classic screwdriver. 
Be aware these are not ignition protected.

Q. What tools do I need to change a lug on my battery 
cable? I just have a couple to do.

A. Because the tools are specialized and expensive it 
could make sense to have a new cable made if you can 
fish it where it needs to go with lugs on. Custom cables 
made in Maryland are available at http://shop.pkys.com/.

If you have to do the work in place, you need a way to 
get a nice clean cut on the cable and a way to crimp on 
the connector. Cables 2/0 and smaller can be cut with a 
small hand plier type tool like the Greenlee 727, which is 
around $22. Cables 1/0 and smaller can be crimped with 
a crimper like the Greenlee K05-1GL, around $220. 

Always check ebay, there often people selling tools they 
only used for one job. There are many other brands to 
choose from, Greenlee is just widely available and the 
crimpers are made in Germany.

Cutting 3/0 and 4/0 cable calls for a big tool, like the 
Greenlee 718, around $73. It's not easy to cut with the 
718 but it works. I tried a hacksaw as a test and it pulls 
out a lot of strands, even with a fine blade. You need a 
tool that will make a proper shear cut. You also need a 
crimper like the Greenlee K09-2GL, around $265. 

A popular DIY tool for this job is a hammer crimper like 
the NOCO D800, around $20. Or the Ancor 701010 Lug 
Crimper, around $80, used with a hammer or vise. I've 
seen a lot of failed connections from these types of tools 
and I think battery lugs are too important not to use the 
best tools.

Q. I can raise and lower my outdrive using the TRAILER 
and DOWN button but UP doesn't work. What might be 

going on?

A. The UP switch controls the same hydraulic pump as 
the TRAILER switch but with an outdrive mounted limit 
switch in the circuit. Once the outdrive is as high as it can
be and still be in the water, the switch opens. The UP 
switch might be broken but it's hard to access so it 
makes sense to start troubleshooting at the limit switch.

If you can find the leads to this switch, you can jump 
them together to bypass the limit switch and test the UP 
switch. If the UP switch now works then the limit switch 
needs attention. 

First make sure the switch connections you just jumped 
are clean and tight and try UP again. Next, open up the 
switch case and scribe the positions of the switch 
components. Disassemble and clean the contacts and 
reassemble. Lube the o-ring, I like Dow 111. If the inside 
of the switch is full of crud or heavily corroded it may be 
time for a replacement. When fully assembled the switch 
housing allows limit adjustment via the mounting screws, 
see your owner's manual.
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Please send questions and comments to 
ubbasktech@gmail.com. All emails will be answered.
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